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As the children approach the bonny barn and the
carefree cows. Tristan says “Who can do the best
moo?” Kristen energetically answers “Oh I can,
I can”. They both begin to moo and mimic the
cows. Tristan and Kristen both “Moooooooo”.
They continue to moo as their Mummy chuckles
and says to herself “This will be a longgg day!” 

Tristan and Kristen are all buckled up in their
comfy car all ready for their weekly shop to
Tesco. As they gaze out the window the shining
sun stares back at them, they both feel the rays
warming their freckled faces. The twins insist on
putting their favourite CD on full blast. A
gigantic red barn lies in the distance, Kristen
spots it and her curiosity is immediately ignited.
Beside the barn Tristan sees numerous Irish
Angus cows grazing happily. 
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Kristen asks Mummy for two euro to put into the
trolley. Mummy hands her the golden coin which
she slots into the trolley to release it. Mummy lets
go of the twins hands and steers the trolley
towards the red and blue supermarket doors. As
they enter the sliding doors the aroma of fresh
bread that fills the air invites them in. 

The children and Mummy arrive at their favourite
shop, Tesco. Mummy gently places her foot on
the brake, allowing the car to come to a stop. The
car fits perfectly into the car space. Tristan and
Kirsten are bursting with excitement! The twins
jump out of the car. It’s a Saturday morning and
the carpark is like a buzzing beehive! Mummy
intertwines her hands with her little kiddies,
asking them to be very careful while walking
through the very busy carpark. They both walk
together into the shop. 
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“Over here kiddos” Mummy says as she places
two packets of Tesco’s finest certified Irish Angus
beef mince in the trolley. Tristan sees a cow
grazing on the packet and wonders what lovely
farm he lived on. “Mummy where did this cow
used to live?” “Good question Tristan, this cow
probably lived on a local family farm”, replied
Mummy. The twins spark an interest in the cows
they both beg and plead Mummy to take them to
a farm in order to see how the cows are reared,
“Of course! We can go to Uncles Jerry’s family
farm, there he has lots of Irish Angus cows”
Mummy enthusiastically says and off they went
to Uncle Jerry’s farm.

To be continued...

The twins race up and down the aisles as the
shelves tower above them. The shelves seem like
skyscrapers to the twins. The twins deep blue
eyes light up as they see all their favourite tasty
treats stacked on the sky-high shelves. “Mummy
what are we having for dinner tonight?” Tristan
politely asks Mummy. “Why don’t we have your
favourite yummy burgers” Mummy answers. The
twins both gleefully grin. Their ocean eyes widen
as they scan the aisles hungrily searching for the
ingredients. 
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